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1. INTRODUCTION
ADCAM Mara Vision Project is a comprehensive support project for the Masai people
(Kenya), led by ADCAM- Development, Alternative Trade and Microcredit Association, this
association was established in Spain, with international scope since 2005 (CIF: G54065743) and in 2013 it was incorporated in the USA (TAX ID: 46-2854742).
Its purpose is to develop cooperation programs, sustainable development, microcredit, fair
trade, education and gender equality.
This project origin stems from the vision and innovative concern of its President Rosa
Escandell, with a professional career of more than 20 years in cooperation and with previous
projects in Kenya, Bangladesh with Muhammad Yunus and microcredits; with Bibi Rusell in
‘’Fashion for Development ’’ program and in Brazil with the environment project ‘’Eco-mata”.
Since 2007 ADCAM has been working with the Masai Community, one of the tribes in
extinction danger according to the UN, to try to counteract the devastating effect caused by
the tourism presence and the forced exodus to the cities of the new generations, with the
consequent culture loss.
We work directly with the community, in coordination with a Masai leader William Ole Pere
Kikanae. He was the one who requested our support to counteract the difficult situation that
his people were suffering and he has shown a high degree of commitment and seriousness
when it comes to working, achieving an amazing development managed by themselves.
We specialize in Women and Microcredit, offering support to productive cooperatives in
developing countries and establishing marketing circuits with northern countries, which allow
them to increase their opportunities, to improve their living conditions from their origin
countries. We also pay special attention to education, health and sustainability, promoting
actions in this sense to work from the roots the difficulties of the most disadvantaged
populations, when developing and evolving according to their own beliefs. For more
information see www.adcam.es
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2. PROJECT LOCATION
The nerve center where the project is located is the
northern part of the Serengeti-Mara Ecosystem, with an
area of 1,510km2 at the Masai-Mara National Reserve
(Kenya), which joins the 14,763km2 of the Serengeti
National Park (Tanzania).
Specifically, it is in the National Reserve peripheral area,
the Masai Mara Wildlife Conservation Area, where it takes
place. The Masai have lived in this area since they were
expelled from the reserved zone. Although they are a
culturally nomadic people, they have settled their
Manyattas in this area, living in harmony with the wild
fauna.
The Kenyatta government maintains strict regulations for the wildlife conservation, and
respects the Masai Society autonomy in their organization and customs.
However, the tourism impact and their need to adapt to coexistence with white men, make
necessary to carry out support and intervention actions, from a conservationist perspective,
based on thir own demand and involvement.
According to the Indigenous people Rights Declaration approved by the United
Nations Assembly in 2007, the Masai are one of the 31 most threatened tribes on the
planet.
About the Masai people.
The Masai population is part of the natural environment of this area, preserving today their
ancestral customs and a way of life totally dependent on these immense areas and not
divided by fences.
Shepherds, warriors, once nomads, are
being surrounded by overpopulation,
still clinging happily and proudly to their
natural way of life, herding their
livestock among wild animals in an
environment of great mutual respect.
For a Masai, a man who hunts wild
animals is a bush-man, a bush-man,
someone who is short-lived who is
unable to feed his family with his own
livestock. This thought, together with
the firearms rejection, makes them the
great East Africa conservationists.
With this project we are helping the Masai population to preserve their culture, making them
more self-sufficient and stopping a forced exodus, especially of the youngest, to more
developed areas.
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3. COVID 19
On March 14, the Spanish Government declared a State of Alarm for the health crisis due
to COVID19 throughout the National territory. This situation was progressively extended to
the rest of the world. We are facing a situation worldwide unknown and new to everyone.
COVID-19 has affected economically and socially in an especially severe way people who
were already in a situation of exclusion and / or social vulnerability, who have had to try to
take on new and complex challenges to be able to get their families ahead without counting
with the means and resources necessary to do so.
In the Maasai Mara, due to the restrictive measures of the Kenyan government (borders
closure and PCR requirement as well as quarantine) there has been no case of Covid 19
but as a counterpart it has limited the tourism entry that already has by itself, due to the
global pandemic situation it was very limited.
For the Masai community, 100% dependent on tourist activity, these measures together with
the lack of aid from the Government have produced devastating effects, producing a very
severe famine that is increasing day by day.The need to face the socioeconomic deficiencies
that occurred due to the COVID19 crisis has represented a challenge for our entity in
adapting to the circumstances in order to continue providing adequate care for our people.
Our main challenge throughout this year has been to maintain the current Association
structure, maintaining the salaries of all workers in all lines of action (education-womenCamp) as well as conducting food campaigns for both, families from our school children as
well as from all the women who work in the project and located in different areas of the
Maasai Mara.

4. FOOD DELIVERY CAMPAIGN:
In Kenya and prior to Covid 19 they had a locust plague followed by floods that had not
occurred with such force for more than 20 years.
All this joined with the global economic crisis and the Masai population dependence on
tourism has caused a famine situation in the community.

As the situation is expected to be long in time, we have decided to make a selection of the
Masai women in bigger need in Kenya and distribute food to the same groups during
different time periods. This will cause those poorer families to be sustained until the tourists
entry is activated and they begin to have income options through their crafts.
Having the Masai project with Pikolinos for more than 8 years with a cooperative of more
than 1,400 women, allows us to have accurate communication and information to make this
selection. They are mostly single women with several children. We have also taken into
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account the children of those families who are already part of ADCAM's elementary school
and who were already included among the most needy and who were in the nutrition
program.
We have divided the deliveries by areas and groups:
GROUP 1:
➢ Aigton: 17 families
➢ 12 Km Manyatta and surroundings: 20 families
➢ Endoyo Manyatta (Mara North): 10 families
➢ Esukut: 10 families
➢ Poorest families in the ADCAM school: 18 families
GROUP 2:
➢ Siana: 20 families

Total families attended: 95
The foods delivered are corn, ugali (unga) and rice. In Siana, due to the distance to the
Lemek Reserve where ADCAM is located, no corn has been delivered due to its weight, but
it is compensated with rice and unga. In order to save costs and due to the roads difficulty
to make a transport by truck, deliveries are made with ADCAM's car.
Corn: 3.890 Kg
Ugali: 14.550 Kg
Rice:
900 Kg

Total kilos of food delivered: 19,340 kilos
Deliveries:
•
•

GROUP1- AUGUST AND NOVEMBER
GROUP 2- AUGUST- OCTOBER- DECEMBER.
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BENEFICIARIES AND FOOD DISTRIBUTION:
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This campaign has been financed by both
companies and individuals making donations as
well as through the sale of a bag called “UGALI”
(222 bags in a Limited Edition) that has been sold
through our handicraft store on the web and social
networks.

5. INTERVENTION LINES
To promote the Masai Community integral development in Kenya, we work through
several lines intervention lines:
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LINE 1: “WOMAN AND MARKETING”

Since 2010, a cooperative has been
organized with more than 1000 artisan
women distributed throughout the
Maasai Mara territory and Tanzania
border, whom we have trained and
accompanied
to
produce,
after
agreements with companies, managing
to establish marketing channels that
allow them to obtain income and improve
their living conditions, those of their
families and those of the entire
community.

The most notable achievement in this regard comes through the agreement that we started
in 2010 with the footwear company GRUPO PIKOLINOS, for the elaboration by women with
ethnic motifs on leather that later become part of a Masai sandals annual collection, which
are sold all over the world. The volume of this agreement allows us to give stable work for 5
months a year to most of the women in our cooperative.
Our vision regarding productive work with Masai women is to offer
them formulas for the commercialization of their crafts and / or selfemployment, which allow them to generate income to cover the basic
needs of their family and the community.
Undoubtedly, the productive agreement with the Pikolinos Group has
been a key aspect for us to be able to arrive this objective, and has
favored the ADCAM project visibility internationally.

The actions carried out in the women's line during 2020 have been
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A. PRODUCTION FOR PIKOLINOS GROUP:
We have been working for 11 years with the 13 women artisans cooperatives, from our
production network, distributing the order equally to guarantee that all of them can continue
to apply for this job.
In 2020, due to the Covid situation and the Pikolinos company being severely affected by
sales worldwide, production was canceled and it was decided by the management that the
production carried out in 2019 (V20) be saved and maintained. for summer 2021. Similarly,
the handicraft accessories production that were directly linked to the sandals production has
been canceled.
We are very satisfied to have maintained this valuable and positive agreement for the Masai
women for so long and we thank the Pikolinos Group for continuing to trust in our artisans,
hoping that as soon as the recovery occurs we can continue with our collaboration.
This new moment has positionated us in a complex situation since due to the lack of tourism
the income for women is zero. However, over the last few years ADCAM has been working
to expand the productive demand to guarantee that women can have work throughout the
year, attending to the need of other potential client companies and with the intention of
offering work to more women.
This has made it possible for us to reinforce these agreements and carry out some
productions on a smaller scale but which have allowed us to generate some income in the
poorest women's families.
From our entire cooperative and in view of the decrease in orders, we have made a women
selection that are most in need, giving them priority when making handicraft deliveries.

AREA
SIANA- LOITA.
EMARTI TRANSMARA
EKUSUTA MANYATTA
ENDONY ERINKA MANYATTA
ADCAM WOMEN PROJECT.
NGOSUANI MANYATTA
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30
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TOTAL WOMEN:
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B. OTHER PRODUCTIONS:
❖ TEMPE-Inditex Group: As usual in recent years, we have continued our collaboration
with the footwear and accessories company TEMPE, to manufacture products with
recycled leather, made by A Puntadas Social Enterprise (www.apuntadas.es) and
decorated by our women with Masai handicrafts: bracelets, ornaments, key rings….
Products are sold at the Solidarity Market that the Company manages every year and
represents a stable demand that favors the continued work of our women.
The productions have been the following:
➢ 300 Key rings to be incorporated at the handles of a Bag collection
➢ 1.500 free design bracelets decorated in leather
➢ 32 batons (Orinka) for the Christmas gift for their managers.

❖ ESPERANZA PERTUSA FOUNDATION: This year the
Esperanza Pertusa Foundation has selected Adcam as
an NGO for their “Women for Change” program. This
program is accompanied by a Gala dinner for a fundraiser
that could not be done due to Covid 19. However, the
company placed an order for 400 bracelets that they sell
on their website and stores.
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C. RETAIL CRAFTS SALE:
❖ ON-LINE SALE: On our website www.adcam.es we have an online store, where you
can buy Masai products made by our artisans. This helps to complement the
cooperative work demands and put these authentic and special products available to
anyone. This year and through the agreement made with the company Bonni and
Click communications, we have increased sales campaigns on social networks,
through the web blog and newsletter creation.
❖ SALE IN DECORATION STORES: In September we established an agreement with
the decoration store Wae Monde Maison in Santa Pola (Alicante) for the Masai crafts
sale from our artisans. Currently and due to the Covid situation of reduction of
capacity in stores and the economic crisis, sales are reduced but it is a good sales
channel for the future.
❖ SALE AT THE MANYATTA: Another way of helping them to market their crafts
comes through the people who visit our solidarity project in Kenya. Among the
activities we offer is going to the "Manyatta" which is how the Masai town is known,
and the handicraft market that the women organize there, which allows them to have
a direct income from our guests.
❖ MARKETS: Every year we have been participating more actively in multiple markets,
mainly in the Alicante province and in some of them in coordination with the PRMWomen's Reintegration Program Association, where they also sell handicrafts for
women at risk of exclusion.
Due to the Covid situation, they have been considerably reduced, among which it is
worth highlighting:
➢ Torre Juana Alicante (Alicante Municipality
Cultural Heritage and Technology Companies
Center). During one day there was a Masai
handicrafts sale.

➢ Event at Alicante`s Corte Inglés Show
Room.
Space
dedicated
to
Brands
presentation to make them known among the
Corte Inglés customers and organized by the
Personal Shopper department.
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D. MICROCREDIT AND SELF-EMPLOYMENT SUPPORT:

Another fundamental element for us when it comes to helping Masai women in their
professional and economic development comes from the hand of self-employment and
microcredit. After several specific actions carried out in previous years, we have continued
to monitor the supported groups, verifying that the assistance provided continues to bear
fruit.
Promotion of the microcredit system with cows (the main source of
Masai wealth). Currently and due to health and socioeconomic
circumstances, the cows acquisition is very limited. For this reason,
part of the money obtained from their work in production, along with
other private donations, has been used to create a herd of cows
managed by the women, whose profit reverts to the improvement of
the Manyatta Enguerende, a pioneer in the project.

In addition, thanks to the economic boost generated by the ADCAM artisan cooperative and
the income that women obtain, many other initiatives have emerged spontaneously by
women entrepreneurs, who have used the income to boost their own handicraft businesses
in the local markets.
Cattle for the Masai is the wealth symbol, as it is used to obtain milk, raise them and fatten
and sell at a higher price in the market thus generating their own economy.
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This is the main Masai men ocupation, who are traditionally responsible for supporting the
entire family. But there are cases of women who are not married, are widows or her husband
does not take care of them and her children, which makes them helpless.
This year, in addition to livestock, we have promoted the purchase of vegetables and
fruits for sale in local markets to the Masai themselves or Camps that are still open.
These contributions have been made in Siana where we find the most disadvantaged group
in our women's cooperative.
Our project is allowing the living conditions and opportunities for the Masai women to
continue to advance significantly, which has a direct impact on an improvement in the
situation for the entire community.

E. HUMAN AND MATERIAL RESOURCES
This line of work coordination is in charge of the ADCAM General Directo, a specialist in
microcredit and development, who is responsible for the advancement of each of the defined
activities, with the ADCAM team support.
The local team for logistics management is made up of:
o
o
o
o
o

A Coordinator at the Maasai Mara.
A Logistic Center responsable.
A trainer of trainers who together with two assistants constantly reinforce the work of
the trainer in each workplace.
Eight persons in charge of distributing and collecting materials and production results.
Punctual reinforcement personnel for the logistics center.

However, the real protagonists are the area artisan women who with their work make it
possible for the community to have a source of income to cover the expenses that allow
meeting the most basic needs.
Lastly, the Masai leaders collaborate closely when defining the circuit for project
management, thus guaranteeing its globality and integrity. This is spontaneously and
naturally producing a change of mentality in the community regarding the women role that
is materialized in the acquisition of goods by women, and in the warriors involvement in
activities such as childcare and the food preparation.
The necessary material resources are basically transportation, raw materials and the tools
needed to make handicrafts, which these women already have, and which will be gradually
acquired according to need, during the course of productive work.
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LINE 2: “EDUCATION”
At the beginning of 2011, ADCAM Mara Vision School was inaugurated, a school in the
heart of the Savannah, designed to offer infant and primary schooling to around 250 boys
and girls.
Our school stands out for offering a high educational level adapted to the Masai culture,
having a preschool, non-crowded classes, being a nerve center for the community, offering
lunch to our students and being located on its own land with a privileged environment. In
addition, we have two residences, one for boys and one for girls, where students from more
remote areas can stay, receiving full maintenance and participating in extracurricular
activities organized especially for them.

This ninth year of the school operation, and the fourth in having all the grades (two infantile
and up to 8th grade for primary), we have continued working in the organizational and
pedagogical improvement with the whole team, managing to advance in our objective that
is to become ADCAM Mara Vision School a reference educational center in the area.
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Due to the pandemic, the school remained closed from March to September but thanks to
the funding from the Alicante Provincial Council, we were able to maintain all the school
salaries throughout the year, which made them more involved if possible in the tasks
distribution to students by neighborhoods and villages. In addition, the accompaniment of
the food campaigns helped the families to live the situation better and that the children had
time to work from home.

Next, we expose the action lines in greater detail:

A. EDUCATIONAL AND PEDAGOGICAL ORGANIZATION:
The school year in Kenya runs from January to November, with two vacation periods in
April and August, and is established by the Kenyan Education Ministry, as are the preprimary and primary curricular bases.
Departing from and respecting the Ministry guidelines, we continue working with our internal
documents created to help in the management of our school elaborated in a participatory
way by the teaching team:
•

Educational Center Project (PEC): This is the guiding document that establishes in
great detail who we are, the pedagogical proposal and the school operating
guidelines. It is reviewed every 4 years, representing the center's mid-long term
vision, and its last review was at the end of 2017, redefining the new PEC for the
2018-21 period.

•

Annual Center Project (PAC): This is a set of documents that are updated annually
on the school specific organization for each school year. It includes the school's
budget, enrollment, the annual calendar, areas of responsibility, the distribution of
schedules and subjects for each cycle, and the curricular programming of each
teacher regarding the subjects to be taught during the year.
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After several years of work implementing this organizational
system internally, the teaching team works autonomously and
has defined the 2020 Center Annual Project, which is why the
educational organization system established for our school is
consolidated.
From now on, our work will be directed more towards training
and support in more pedagogical aspects (didactic methodology,
classroom programming, qualitative evaluation, etc.) allowing
the school evolution to be the result of the effort and involvement
of the team itself, in based on their beliefs and capabilities.
Currently we collect the school evaluation data and their needs
for training and staffing.
The implementation of Education Reform at the national level by the Kenyan Education
Ministry changed the structure of primary and secondary education in the country. This
reform was a great challenge for all schools in Kenya, especially in the educational
approach, it made a pedagogy more focused on enhancing the individual skills of each of
the students, and not so much on the results of standard exams.

At ADCAM, we have always been working with this
pedagogical orientation, which means that the new
reform encourages the teaching team to value and
give greater importance to the work carried out with
them during all these years.

However, despite the government's proposal that from 2018 it would be implemented up to
grade 3 and would increase one grade per year until 2023, the resources and training
provision to the country's schools on the new guidelines has been scarce by the
Education Ministry, so we foresee that the implementation of the new system may be slowed
down at a general level. That has made us decide that we will continue with the old system
beginning in 4th grade, until the new government books and guidelines are in place. In this
way we will make it easier for our teachers to feel confident about the subjects to be taught.
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B. ACTIONS CONTRIBUTING TO THE SCHOOL PROJECT:
1. VOLUNTEERING:
As every year we must highlight the great work of our
volunteers. They offer us their experience, to do
activities oriented to the real need of our school.

The groups that have visited us this year have collaborated in the following activities
•

They have painted classrooms and blackboards in
our school

•

They have taught our classmates how to plant, water
and take care of the garden they have prepared full
of vegetables that our children can later eat with their
menu.

•

Computer training for school teachers.

•

Food Delivery to the most disadvantaged

2. MATERIAL ESCOLAR
The school has educational
material and various school
supplies donated privately by the people
who have visited us this year.
.
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3. RESOURCES OFFERED

During 2020 we have offered schooling to 185 students,
108 boys and 77 girls, of which 48 have been permanently
housed in our two residences, (32 boys and 16 girls).
All ADCAM Mara Vision School students, apart from
receiving quality early childhood and primary education,
benefit from the following resources:

➢ Classes not overcrowded: At AMVS we maintain the criterion that 25-30 students
should not be exceeded per classroom in order to facilitate the teachers to carry out
the most individualized attention possible with all students.
➢ Dotación de materiales y equipamiento:
➢
Materials and equipment provision: At the
beginning of the school year, the students are
given official books and basic school supplies
(notebooks, pencils, pens ...), while the
classrooms are provided with the furniture and
equipment necessary for a good development of
the teaching activity.

➢ School Library: Equipped with a wide books
variety, both academic and more playful, and
with a projector that is used to show films,
educational videos and / or power point. Our
library is designed both for internal use by
students and to offer a book loan service to
those in the community who are interested in
it. In it, Literacy for Adults is also carried out.

➢ Daily nutritious lunch: To guarantee all our students an adequate diet for their
growth and that their school performance can be optimal, a daily nutritious lunch is
offered. To highlight this year the improvement in the arrangement at the kitchen,
conditioning it to provide better quality service and a system with smoke extraction
installation, which will now allow cooking faster, more hygienic and above all healthy
for everyone.
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➢ Residence: One for boys and one for girls, where students who come from further
afield opt for accommodation, full board and extracurricular activities. This means
that we can make the most of our school potential and offer education to children
from more remote areas, because in the middle of the savannah it is unfeasible for
them to come every day walking from their homes.

➢ Masai Culture: We give special attention
to working with our students the
knowledge about Masai Culture, in a
transversal way, with the intention that
they value their origins and feel proud of
their identity and culture. We believe that
this will favor that tomorrow, when they
become prepared professionals, they want
to reverse their capacities in the
preservation of their community.
➢ Co-Curricular Activities: We carry out all the co-curricular activities established by
the government (ball games, athletics, theater and music) and we actively participate
in the different competitions that are held at the local and regional level.
➢ Community involvement: We work to be a nerve center for the community, through
various activities during the year and the school committee, where parents are
convened monthly to discuss the academic progress of students and other issues of
interest for the center proper functioning.
C. TEACHING TEAM
At Adcam Mara Vision School we have the following structure:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Project Director
School Director
School management assistant
3 senior elementary teachers
6 Primary teachers
2 Pre-primary teachers
1 Cooker
1 Midwife for residences
1 Security guard
Parents committee
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All of us who work in education know that the
organizational and teaching improvement of a school
is a constant and deep work, so one of the ADCAM
team priorities is the continuous teachers training, to
improve their skills, their knowledge and pedagogical
methodology.
By strengthening the team, we make them more
competent when it comes to accompanying the
students and we guarantee that the commitment to a
quality education remains alive in the school.
This year we have been able to offer our teachers a
computer science course, it is important for them to
position themselves and adapt to technology.

D. SCHOOL SUPPORT PROGRAM:

In order to face the operating cost of all this, we have been promoting a School Support
Program for several years, in which those interested in helping us to ensure that the school
is maintained and can continue to advance make us a periodic donation equivalent to the
cost that Suppose one of our students in school (simple support) or in school and residence
(full support).
To facilitate that there is a tangible link and that
these people are adequately informed of the
evolution of the school and the use made of their
money, we symbolically assign one of our
students, of whom we send him annually a photo,
drawing made by him or also sends information
on the progress of the school and academic
achievements.All this represents an important
work by the ADCAM team both in Kenya, with the
photos collection, reports and drawings, and in Spain, where it is organized everything
collected properly to send each of the collaborators the corresponding information, answer
their questions and resolve any incident that may arise.
.
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The information gathering campaigns this year took place in March and October, with the
help of visitors who usually travel to the project with the ADCAM team on those dates. Also
every year, there is a collection of colors and school supplies necessary to be able to make
the drawings, in which we continue to be surprised by the generosity of the people who
participate in it.
The sending of information to collaborators is throughout the year, following approximately
the following calendar:

ACTION
ADCAM Global Memory
School project report
Updated photo of the students
Testimony (drawing or letter)
Treasury certificate and Christmas postcard

MONTH
January
February-March
May-June
September
December

After four years operation, we currently have a total
of 101 employees.
We are very happy and grateful to have your help,
we still have a long way to go.
Finally, it is important to say that the money raised
with the School Support Program goes to a
common bag to cover all the school costs without
making a distinction between assigned and
unassigned children.

If you are interested in joining our Program, do not hesitate to contact us through the
mail sponsor@adcam.es, and we will inform you without obligation.
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E. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENTS

This year we have been able to carry out several improvement actions throughout the school
recital.
➢ Review and tuning of the entire solar system,
➢ Kitchen Expansion.
➢ New chairs and tables have been purchased
for all teachers.
➢ The children's desks and chairs have also
been changed.
➢ New bathrooms for the boys and girls.
➢ Broken windows replacement in classes.
➢ Door and window frames repair.
➢ Painting all classes and residences.
➢ School fountain remodeling.
➢ New showers and toilets have been built for
the teachers
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LINE 3: “PREVENTIVE HEALTH”

Improving the Community health is another issue that is addressed by our project, especially
through preventive actions that are allowing to counteract the main health problems they
face: malaria, respiratory problems, parasites, malnutrition, etc.
The main actions carried out by ADCAM have been a Well construction, for easy access to
drinking water, the mosquito nets installation, deworming campaigns and food supplements
for students, medical conferences, provision of medicines and actions to support the medical
dispensary closest. Another fundamental aspect is the development of health education
actions, promoting hygiene habits at school and with the entire community.
PREVENTIVE HEALTH PROGRAM:
We continue working on a more autonomous and responsible execution of the Preventive
Health Program by the members of the Health Committee, ensuring that the
implementation of the actions defined in it are increasingly incorporated. They are as follows:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Deworming (Carried out in the month of January)
Malaria Prevention.
Malnutrition
Medicine cabinet
Health education.
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OTHER HEALTH IMPROVEMENT ACTIONS:
Parallel to the health plan, each year we carry out actions both in specific campaigns and in
the resources provision to improve health. The most notable this year are:
▪

THE STUDENT'S HEALTH STATUS DIAGNOSIS:
Despite the months in which our school has been
closed, thanks once again to the collaborator Carlos
Carriedo, we have a health status diagnosis of our
students who started our school in October. Date on
which Carlos traveled to Kenya together with the
volunteers group. He, in turn, has provided our school
kit with new medicines, making an inventory to control
their use and noting the necessary medicines to bring
them on future trips.

▪

SINKS AND SHOWERS CONSTRUCTION:
This year we have put a pressurized motor to
power the water from the well and thus be able
to reach every corner of the project with force.
In turn, new pipes have been installed to
withstand this pressure. That has allowed us to
donew sinks in all areas of the school in order
to make access to wash hands and teeth
easier. In this way, we are ahead both in Covid
measures and in the regulations established for
schools in Kenya.

▪

SANITARY TOWELS:
For the fourth year a collaborator from the USA
has managed a Pads donation for our older
students, through the Kenyatta distributor of
hygienic products AFRI Pads. The donation
was very well received by the students, since
this is an expensive resource in this
environment, and allows them to cover a basic
hygiene need for them.
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LINE 4: “SUSTAINABILITY AND THE ENVIRONMENT”
In addition to working directly with the community, making them responsible for the day-today management of all lines of intervention, a Solidarity Camp has been created, managed
100% by Masai warriors, which contributes to the overall project sustainability.
ADCAM has created a tourist and solidarity accommodation in the heart of the Maasai Mara,
where the Masai warriors introduce visitors to their culture, their respect for nature and their
lifestyle.
Our accommodation offers all the comforts, services and activities necessary for our guests
to feel well cared for, with the incentive of being located next to the school and the Masai
Manyatta, which allows a unique experience of interaction with the community. The Camp
has nine fully equipped tents with a total capacity for 18 people.
The Community empowerment and the sustainability of the actions carried out is part
of ADCAM's way of understanding cooperation

The Sustainable Development Goals, also known
by its acronym ODS, are an initiative promoted by
the United Nations to give continuity to the
development agenda after the Millennium
Development Goals. According to the SDGs
proposed by the United Nations, all countries have
the opportunity to adopt a set of global goals to
eradicate poverty, protect the planet and ensure
prosperity for all.

ADCAM adheres to the sustainable development
goals, working on its projects for the same ends:
poverty
eradication,
inequality
and
discrimination.
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From our Solidarity Camp and with the community, we work to protect, restore and promote
the sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat
desertification and stop and reverse land degradation, and stop loss of biological diversity,
as well as taking urgent measures to combat climate change and its effects (objectives 13
and 15) through multiple measures such as waste management, the plastics elimination,
and in general the environment care through non-invasive practices that harm the
ecosystem.
The project to support artisan women to promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable
economic growth, full and productive employment, and decent work for all (goal number 8).

Likewise, the school project and the proposal to start up ADCAM MARA VISION
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE directly affects the promotion of an inclusive and equitable quality
education, and promotes lifelong learning opportunities for all (objective number 4).

In the same way, actions aimed at preventive health within the community guarantee a
healthy life and promote well-being for everyone at all ages (objective number 3).
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A. SOLIDARITY CAMP:
Due to the global crisis caused by Covid, the influx of tourists has been considerably
affected. However, due to the zero covid affection in the Maasai Mara, we have been able
to make some volunteer trips and at the end of the year.
This year we have continued to work with greater momentum in promoting it and in
training the local team to improve and guarantee a quality service to our guests.
For the promotion of the Camp we have renewed our website giving more information and
services of our travel packages (www.adcam.es)
Before the Covid and due to the good season of 2019, we created a new area of greater
luxury where it is intended to create a more intimate space for families or honeymooners or
anyone who wants a superior room. The intention in the future is to create two more tents
with a gym for yoga or other sports activities
The Camp has 9 tents / 18 places, continental kitchen, solar energy, running water,
reception, bar, shop and outdoor bathroom, located in the middle of a grove, with a wellkept garden and stone paths that make the place a space for dream.
Among the activities offered to the people who have come to meet us, the safaris in the
Maasai Mara Conservation Area and the National Park led by expert Masai warriors, the
visit to the Masai town to learn about the way of life of this tribe. , the unique experience of
camping near the Mara River where you can see hippos and crocodiles, a visit to our school
and the central office of the woman project, and the constant coexistence with the Masai
community, friendly and hospitable, who share with pride and passion their concerns and
particular vision of the world.
One of the most magical moments occurs in the evening, after dinner, when the guests
gather around the fire, along with the warriors. From the simplicity of being in the middle of
the savannah, in contact with nature and fire, conversations, songs and dances are shared,
making each day different and special.
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During 2020, 34 people have visited our Camp compared to 257 people who visited us in
2019. Most of them have come through the volunteers groups in October and New Year's
Eve.
Everyone has greatly enjoyed the experience,
highlighting the unique combination offered by
ADCAM Mara Vision Camp, by offering all the
comforts and tourist activities typical of a lodge at
the Maasai Mara, together with a direct and real
coexistence with the community and the project, in
addition from the satisfaction of knowing that they
are contributing to its sustainability and
improvement.
We are also opening contact with new agencies with the vision of creating packages and
groups with a guide and the intention is to continue working in this direction during the next
few years until we achieve a sufficient flow of visits for the Camp to fulfill the purpose for
which it was created.
To learn more about the activities and rates of the camp, see our website www.adcam.es or
request information at info@adcam.es
B. ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT:
The two main lines of work carried out this year and in accordance with our environmental
commitment have been:
➢ Solar system maintenance:
Several years ago we installed a Solar System
with the capacity to supply energy to the school
and the Camp, in the hands of the renewable
energy company SULMAG. They have
monitored this project so far, traveling to Kenya
on several occasions with the intention of
ensuring that everything was working properly.
But it was necessary to look for a company with
knowledge of solar energy at a local level, in
which to support us in case of need. In 2019, the SULMAG Manager traveled to the project
and made the transfer to LAWPAT, a company based in Nairobi, who has been in charge of
the maintenance of the saltwater and well. The work carried out has been a success and we
have signed an agreement for maintenance 4 times a year
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➢ Project environmental care:
yet another year we have continued with the environmental care actions that we have been
carrying out, among which the following should be highlighted:
➢ Natural fencing with Kayapa. We have continued to take
care of and ensure the growth of the project natural fence,
both in the field of the primary school and in the one we
have to be able to develop the secondary school in the
future.
➢ Tree reforestation: We have continued to plant trees on
the land planned for the secondary school and take care to
accompany those that were already growing .
➢ Agreement with WildLife continuity: We have
maintained the agreement with WildLife, a local
organization responsible for the animals protection and
wildlife in the Maasai Mara Conservation Area, with which
we have been carrying out coordinated actions for years
to raise awareness of the importance of of the
environment among the youngest.
➢ Orchard: During the volunteer trip (October 2020) a new system was planted in the orchard.
The cultivation systems used in an organic garden are based on ecological principles and
absolute respect for the earth and nature, taking advantage of and optimizing resources in
the most natural way possible, since no chemical products are used for the production of
food allowing, in this way, a sustainable development.
In what way have we worked our garden? Through Sinecocultura, a model of sustainable
agriculture. This technique consists of the high-density mixed planting of edible plants
without the application of tillage, fertilizers or chemicals, using the power of plants and
animals to extract all the natural strength of the ecosystem that is being worked on.
The objective of Sinecocultura seeks to recover eroded or damaged soils, creating a totally
natural ecosystem in order to recover the richness of the soil and make those battered soils
fertile again, thus guaranteeing a future for agriculture.
.
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6. OTHER REMARKABLE ACTIONS:
During 2020 and due to Covid 19, fewer complementary actions have been carried out than
usual. These actions, which give visibility to ADCAM by creating synergies with some people
and organizations that help us grow and improve day by day.
The most notable have been:
A. INFORMATION AND AWARENESS CAMPAIGNS
➢ In January we had a meeting with the Honorable Patrick
K. Ole Ntutu Interior Ministry and Co-ordination of
National Government) and explain our new educational
project, focused on a VET for Masai students and thus
promote decent employment in the zone and give these
young people the opportunity to continue their studies
after Primary School. Grateful for your involvement and
sensitivity.
We will tell you news about this exciting project.

➢ Great initiative with the CEIPSO Príncipe de Asturias, in Madrid. Solidarity march for
#ADCAM. The whole school, after a week working with our materials on Masai women,
participated in this day, which ended with a talk about ADCAM. Thanks to Beatriz and all
the teachers involved! For showing part of a great culture and sensitizing young people.

➢ I Day of Inclusion day and coexistence 4.0 at IES Canastell. In San Vicente del Raspeig.
Adcam presentation together with the PREVI director Nieves Gómez. Topic to deal with
accessible education, different cultures and coexistence. Full-day session in the IES training
week. Different professionals, teachers and students attended.

➢ WILLIAM AND Rosa Escandell visit to the Hon. Alicante
Provincial Council. Meeting with Mr. Carlos Mazón, Pte. Excma
Diputación de Alicante and Juan de Dios Navarro, Deputy for
Cooperation. They were explained how the ADCAM Project is
progressing. The council is the second year that financially
supports our school.
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➢ VISIT TO THE ANTON COMMUNICATION GROUP in Elche
Mayte Antón, Anton group President, welcomes us at her facilities introducing us to the
entire team and summoning the press to explain and disseminate the project. A video
conference is made with Kenya and all the teachers and school children singing a song to
us.

➢ William visits JHAYBER. William has participated together with the Jhayber staff in an
event where the ADCAM project and its trajectory have been explained. He has been
donated for the ADCAM Kenya sports kit team.

➢ SOUTH RIFT DIRECTORS MEETING –South Kenya directors meeting. Where Corneli,
Adcam Mara Vision School director, has attended, and participated together with the
Education Minister.
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➢ The Adcam Founders visit Torre Juana and Farm454.
Three talks were held in small groups for the presentation of
the Adcam project presentation as well as the volunteer trip
in October.

➢ OXITOUR.
Fran Lucha, Oxitours owner, makes a guided tour to William to La Mata natural park in order
to observe the birds at the salt flats. We really liked to see that in reality among good people
there are no cultures, no borders, no countries or flags ... just as there are for birds ... that
there are no borders in the sky. Parallelism of birds shared between two continents ...
between two people like William and Fran ... at 6000 kms but talking about the same birds.

➢ VISIT TO MOYCA (Totana-Murcia).
The commercial director made the mindfulness trip in
2019. She introduces us to the company and the family (a
grapes group with 4,500 employees and distribution
around the world) in order for them to get to know the
project and their children to travel to Kenya.
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➢ Event at CORTE INGLES IN ALICANTE. (5th floor showroom)
SUPPORTING AFRICA - COVID 19 - A GLOBAL WORLD.
Event objective: Support women as a fundamental pillar of the family unit through the sale
of handicrafts.

There were three presentation sessions with William
at 12.00 / 18.00 / 19.00 with capacity for 60 people
in each session.
The 6:00 pm session was only for influencers and
we have the support of Paloma Amo.
El Corte Ingles through the Personal Shopper
department, called their VIP clients. A stand was set
and it was direct sale from the 2nd until Sunday,
July 12.

➢ In October, A paintings exhibition is inaugurated at the Alicante City Council Municipal
Art Center in Plaza Quijano Alicante
The full amount of the sale of a painting is donated to ADCAM. The painting has an
integrated Masai collar.
The exhibition is called The 5 Continents with Women's Faces and was inaugurated by the
Councilor for Culture of the City Council of Alicante.
➢ Collaboration with AEPA (Alicante province Businesswomen Association through its
network to promote adcam and its travel activities as well as sponsor children.

B. MEDIA
➢ Onda Cero promotion of the ADCAM project,
together with William, Rosa Escandell, and Vicente,
owner of the Squash Club in Elche. Monserrate
Hernández and Maite Rico interview them. The
intention was to promote a race that we had to cancel
due to Covid 19.
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➢

Interview with Rosa Escandell Almécija with Nuria

Pendas - Nuricoco on her Amigos con Talento channel.
The current situation in #Kenia with # COVID19, our
ADCAM project and Rosa's professional career..

➢ New

ADCAM

website

presentation

in

April.

www.adcam.es

➢ End of year project at the Alcoy Higher School
of Design (EASD) presented by Marina González.
Where Adcam and Masai culture are promoted.

➢ We have also maintained constant activity on our Social Networks, informing our followers
weekly of the project progress.
If you want to stay informed, do not hesitate to join our community !!
facebook.com/adcamsocial
twitter.com/ADCAMsocial
www.adcam.es
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7. WHO MADE ALL THESE POSSIBLE?
The management of a project like this is the result of the sum of many contributions, both at
the funds and sponsors level, as well as collaborations, volunteers and the entire human
team behind it.
A. FUNDS AND SPONSORS:
Funds used to carry out the entire project are distributed as follows:

INGRESOS ADCAM

CAMPING AQUARIUS

5%

DABA (NESPRESSO)

3%

DIPUTACION ALICANTE

19%

6%

COLEGIO PRINCIPE ASTURIAS
EUROECONOMICS

3%
1%
1%

FORST - ESCUELA DE NEGOCIOS
CAMPAÑA ALIMENTACIÓN

11%

19%

2%
1%

16%

10%

3%

FUNDACIÓN J. PERAN PIKOLINOS
PROGRAMA DE APOYO ESCOLAR
INDITEX

FUNDACIÓN ESPERANZA PERTUSA
ARTESANIA ADCAM
INGRESOS CAMPAMENTO

B. COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS;
For the smooth running of the project, we have the collaboration of various organizations
whose contribution allows us to carry out different actions, among which it is worth
highlighting:
➢ Lemex Conservacy - Masai Mara
➢ LAWPAT, Renewable Energy Engineering.
➢ Strathmore University of Nairobi.
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➢
➢
➢
➢

Bryant University USA.
BBALP Bisila Bokoko African- Literacy Project
Embassy of Spain in Nairobi.
Other organizations and local support. These include:
• Maasai Mara Conservation Trust
• Narok City Council
• Education District Office Narok

C. MAASAI COMMUNITY AND ADCAM HUMAN TEAM:
For yet another year, the Masai community has demonstrated their high degree of
involvement and commitment with the project and especially its leader William Ole Pere
Kikanae. He and his vision of how to help the development of his town allow year after
year to expand this initiative.
On the other hand, the commitment of ADCAM's human team in Spain, its volunteers and
its President, Rosa Escandell, make with their effort that day by day the project
continues to grow in favor of those who need it most.
To all of you who continue to make all this possible THANK YOU VERY MUCH!

Contact
Rosa Escandell Almécija, President
Tlf. 607 343 041. E-mail: rosa@adcam.es
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